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•  1.6 million paper certificates of title were converted to 
electronic certificates of title on 22 October 2016   

•  involved the four major banks and their brand names 

•  applied where bank was shown as first mortgagee 

•  from 22 October 2016, where the incoming mortgagee 
is a major bank they will receive an electronic certificate 
of title following registration 

Bulk conversion of paper certificates of title 
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•  only subscribers to an Electronic Lodgement Network 
(ELN) together with some government bodies and 
statutory authorities are able to hold electronic 
certificates of title.  They are known as the eCT Control  

•  electronic certificate of title must be nominated by the 
eCT Control 

•  for electronic conveyancing to the lodgement case 

•  for paper conveyancing to the paper instrument 

electronic certificates of title 
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•  register search statement  shows eCT Control 
(controlling party) 

•  final search will show controlling party and nomination 
details 

•  new registration confirmation statement is provided 
electronically to the controlling party and lodging party 

•  incoming controlling party chooses format of certificate  

•  Land Registry Services validates that the person nominating 
the eCT is the eCT control  

electronic certificates of title 
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Register Search  
Statement 
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Final Search 
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•  from 22 October 2016, most paper settlements will have 
an electronic certificate of title 

•  you can settle when the certificate of title is electronic 
–  check whether the certificate of title is paper or electronic and 

who is the controlling party from a Register  Search Statement  

–  look at the final search and ensure that a Nomination has been 
lodged; 

–  collect the transaction documents and lodge as per normal (with 
no paper certificate of title) 

•  guide available at www.delwp.vic.gov.au/property-forms 
then select Certificate of Title management and 
electronic conveyancing 
–  “Attending paper settlement when certificate of title is electronic” 

Paper settlement processes 
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•  administrative notices are used to request the Registrar 
to deal with a CT in a particular way. The administrative 
notice provides a set of instructions about the use, 
control and output of the CT 

•  there are nine Administrative Notices 

•  four administrative notices are electronic and can only 
be accessed via PEXA  

–  Convert pCT and Nominate eCT to Lodgement Case 
–  Nominate eCT to Lodgement Case 
–  Nominate eCT to Paper Instrument 
–  Withdraw eCT Nomination 

Administrative notices 
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•  five administrative notices are paper based 
–  Convert an eCT to a pCT  
–  Convert a pCT to and eCT 
–  Transfer control of an eCT 
–  Nominate a pCT to a paper instrument or electronic 

lodgement case 
–  Withdraw a nomination of a pCT 

•  guide available at www.delwp.vic.gov.au/property-forms 
then select Certificate of Title management and 
electronic conveyancing 

–  “Certificates of title and administrative notices” 

Administrative notices 
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Administrative  
notice 
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Electronic  
instrument 
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•  how can I find out if a certificate of title is electronic?  

•  how can I find out if an electronic certificate of title has 
been nominated? 

•  can I attend a paper settlement when the certificate of 
title is electronic? 

•  can I get a paper CT following registration if the CT was 
electronic? 

•  what does an administrative notice look like? 

•  what does an electronic dealing look like? 

•  are there any guides on certificates of title and 
administrative notices? 

Electronic CTs – common questions 
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•  priority notices were implemented in December 2016 
•  a priority notice is a notification of intended dealings 

with land  
•  a priority notice acts as an alert to interested parties of 

pending transactions 
•  a priority notice will temporarily prevent the registration 

of any other instruments  

Priority notices 
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•  a priority notice does not prevent the recording of any 
instrument that does not (currently) require the 
production of a certificate of title.  For example: 

–  caveats 
–  planning agreements 

–  warrants 

–  land tax charges 

–  etc 

•  a priority notice protects the interests of parties to one 
or more intended dealings 

Priority notices 
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A priority notice: 

•  extends to all instrument types 

•  must be accurate and complete, and the details in the 
priority notice must match the intended instruments 

–  instrument type, dealing number 

–  instrument type, party receiving name 

–  instrument type, dealing number and party receiving name 

•  must set out instruments in order of lodgement 

•  does not provide for consent to subsequent instruments 

Priority notices … continued 
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Lodging a priority notice: 

•  a priority notice can only be lodged electronically 

•  it is lodged on behalf of a registered proprietor or an incoming 
party 

•  it will be effective for 60 calendar days from the date of 
lodgement 

•  the intended instruments can be lodged in paper or 
electronically 

•  guide available at www.delwp.vic.gov.au/property-forms  

–       “Guide to priority notices and withdrawal of priority notices” 

Priority notices … continued 


